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It is very sunny today. 

Bear thinks it would be a good idea to take a dip in the pool.

He puts on his swim suit and ventures outside.

“How do I get in there?”



Maybe the stairs would be easier...





Maybe not.



Wait!

Soon, he has the perfect idea.

Ahhhh...



Bear sails around the pool in the sunshine.

Then he thinks.. 



...what else can I do?



Maybe Iʼll rest here a while 

and think about it...



Meanwhile, Miss ChaCha wakes up from her nap.



Wonder where she went.

Bear climbs up onto ChaChaʼs house.



But itʼs too dark in there to stay long.

Then he climbs into ChaChaʼs house.



Bear goes to see what time it is.

He looks at the sundial.

“I think itʼs time to eat,” he says.



Bear asks Russel the crow if he would like to join him for lunch.

Mr. Crow asks if Bear would like to see where he eats.



“Oh, dear,” says Bear, “I donʼt think this is a terribly good idea.”

Mr. Crow shows Bear where he eats.



Bear thinks maybe he should stick to furry, 

not feathered lunch companions.

Like his kitty friend, Miss ChaCha.



But heʼs not quite sure if this suits his taste either.

After all, he usually washes his hands before he eats, 

not after.



Pretty soon, Bear finds EXACTLY what he wants —

the cookies his mom made the night before.



After his lunch, Bear wants to have some fun.

Clearly, Miss ChaCha has other plans.
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Bear brings out his book and reads aloud to ChaCha.

Not only is Miss Cha asleep, but she is deaf. 

This, however, does not deter Bear. He keeps reading.

“How about if I read you a story?” asks Bear.

ChaCha snores.
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and climbs up onto the bench nearby and reads to himself.

Then, he gets an idea.

Soon, Bear gets tired of reading aloud,



He decides to write to his friend in Seattle,

Sleepy Bear.



He starts his letter. “dEar SleepY BeAR...”



To be continued...


